Effects of exergames on trunk balance control in paraplegic patients
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Abstract

Introduction: Due to motivation and immediate feedback during activities, exergame-based physical therapy may improve trunk balance and functionality in individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI). Objective: evaluate the effects of exergames on the trunk control of paraplegics with spinal cord injury or meningomyelocele. Method: case series involving four paraplegic patients, with SCI or meningomyelocele. Participants underwent a rehabilitation protocol using the exergame Nintendo Wii®, attending one weekly session for 4 weeks. Patients were encouraged to perform trunk movements in the sitting position using the Swordplay and Canoeing games. Data were collected before and after the intervention by applying the functional reach test adapted for trunk control evaluation, and transfer time and propulsion tests for functional assessment. Results: The intervention increased trunk control in 75% of the patients, with improvement varying between 6.4 and 25%. In the propulsion test, the intervention led to a decrease in half of the patients. For the cadence variable, in the same test, there was a reduction in the number of propulsions in 75% of the cases. In the transfer test, the intervention led to reduced chair-to-bed transfer time in all patients. Conclusion: Rehabilitation of paraplegics with the use of exergames can be considered viable, innovative and effective. However, future research with greater methodological rigor should be conducted in order to analyze the clinical applicability of this approach.

Resumo

Introdução: Em virtude da motivação e do feedback imediato durante as atividades, os exergames durante a Fisioterapia podem favorecer o equilíbrio de tronco e a funcionalidade em lesados medulares. **Objetivo:** Avaliar os efeitos dos exergames no controle de tronco de paraplégicos. **Método:** Série de casos com quatro pacientes paraplégicos, portadores de lesão medular ou mielomeningocele. Os participantes foram submetidos a um protocolo de reabilitação com o uso do exergame Nintendo Wii®, com frequência de uma sessão semanal durante 4 semanas. O paciente foi estimulado a realizar movimentos de tronco na posição sentada através dos jogos esgrima e canoagem. Os instrumentos utilizados para a coleta de dados antes e depois da intervenção foram o Teste de Alcance Funcional adaptado para avaliação do controle de tronco, e o Tempo de Transferência e o Teste de Propulsão para a avaliação funcional. **Resultados:** A intervenção gerou um aumento absoluto do controle de tronco em 75% dos pacientes, com a melhora variando entre 6,4 e 25%. No Teste de Propulsão, a intervenção levou à redução absoluta do tempo em metade dos pacientes. Para a variável cadência, no mesmo teste, houve redução do número de propulsões em 75% dos casos. No Teste de Transferências, a intervenção gerou redução do tempo entre a cadeira e a cama em todos os pacientes. **Conclusão:** A reabilitação de paraplégicos com o uso de exergames pode ser considerada viável, inovadora e efetiva. No entanto, pesquisas futuras com maior rigor metodológico devem ser realizadas com vistas à aplicabilidade clínica desta abordagem.


Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a condition with permanent debilitating clinical manifestations generated by partial or total impairment of spinal cord functions, caused by a lesion that affects the anatomic integrity of this structure. In light of their significant functional and socioeconomic impact, SCI sequelae are considered a public health problem in Brazil and worldwide. Recent data estimate that the world prevalence of this condition is between 236 and 1,298/million people, and around 180,000 individuals per year are affected by spinal cord damage [1].

Spinal cord injury can result in partial or total loss of motor and/or sensitive functions, thereby compromising the urinary, respiratory, circulatory and reproductive systems, significantly affecting mobility. The etiologic factors for these disabilities may be related to traumatic events, including automobile accidents, gunshot wounds and diving in shallow water, and non-traumatic causes such as tumors, infections and congenital malformations [2, 3]. In relation to functional categories, SCIs are divided into tetraplegia and paraplegia. Tetraplegia is partial or total paralysis of the four limbs and trunk resulting from spinal cord injury, while paraplegia is partial or complete paralysis of the lower limbs and trunk due to thoracic, lumbar or sacral lesions [3].

In wheelchair-bound paraplegics, all normal functional activities depend on trunk control for movement. Thus, postural control and balance reactions in the sitting position should simultaneously provide stability and mobility in the activities of daily living (ADL), such as eating, dressing and wheelchair-to-bed transfers [4-6].

Given the essential role of trunk control and stability for the independence and autonomy of patients with SCIs, physiotherapy is an indispensable resource for the rehabilitation of these individuals. Using specific techniques, physiotherapists aim to stimulate neuromuscular components related to trunk control, thereby strengthening functional skills and social reintegration [7]. A number of therapeutic approaches have been used to optimize balance reactions in the sitting position, including functional electrical stimulation, task-based training and kinesiotherapy [8-10].

However, due to the lack of motivational elements and low patient adherence for comprehensive application of physiotherapy protocols, the use of technology has been gaining interest in healthcare and rehabilitation research. In this respect, the use of virtual games and virtual reality during physiotherapy enables a creative and motivating scenario where patients interact
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Intervention

The participants selected were submitted to a rehabilitation protocol using the Nintendo Wii® exergame, consisting of weekly 20-minute sessions over a 4-week period. Using the WiiSports® games platform, the patients were encouraged to perform rotation movements and anterior and lateral trunk inclination associated with the upper limbs. Despite being commercial and not intended for use in rehabilitation, these games are easy to understand and enable movements with the trunk and upper limbs.

Figure 1 - Intervention using the Nintendo Wii® with Swordplay (A) and Canoeing (B) games.

The Nintendo Wii® is an easy-to-use game console with a wireless controller (Wii Remote®), equipped with a three-axis accelerometer for detecting hand motions. This control has a sensor that can quantify player movement, engaging them more in the game.

Method

Design and sample

This is a quantitative study using a case series of four wheelchair-bound paraplegic patients diagnosed with traumatic or congenital SCI, average age of 35.0 ± 29.2 years, recruited at a physiotherapy school clinic in Southern Brazil. All participants provided written informed consent. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee (CAAE 52077315.8.0000.5348) and complies with the guidelines of Resolution no. 466/12 of the National Health Council, which regulates research involving human beings.
with auditory and visual feedback. In addition, the control has a vibration system and speaker that emits sounds near the player.

In the present study, patients performed the exercises while sitting, with hips, knees and ankles at 90º, in a standardized seat, with feet on a rubber step and facing the game screen (Figure 1) at a standard distance of 1 meter. In order to assess kinetic-functional outcomes, the instruments used for data collection were transfer time and the propulsion test to evaluate functionality in a wheelchair, and the functional reach test, adapted to analyze trunk control. Assessments were conducted before and 4 weeks after the intervention.

During the exergame protocol, patients underwent conventional physiotherapy once a week, consisting of global stretching and passive leg exercises.

Functional and clinical data

The clinical data of participants were collected from the physiotherapy clinic records. In order to identify the level of functional independence in activities of daily living (ADL), participants were classified into three categories: independent, where all basic activities of daily living are executed independently; semi-independent, representing the impairment of at least one of the functions influenced by culture and learning (bathing and/or dressing and/or using the bathroom); and complete dependence, that is, one of the simple vegetative functions compromised (transfer and/or continence), in addition to being dependent for bathing, dressing and using the bathroom [20].

Adapted Functional Reach Test

The adapted functional reach test was used to assess sitting trunk control, following the method described by Lynck et al. [21]. For this analysis, participants remained seated in their wheelchairs, with no arm support and hips, knees and ankles at 90º flexion. A tape measure was mounted on the wall, parallel to the floor, at the shoulder height of the participant. The subjects were asked to flex their shoulder to 90º and close their fist. Next, they were instructed to lean forward as far as possible, without losing their balance or moving the wheelchair. Displacement was measured on the tape measure, using the average of three functional reach attempts.

Wheelchair propulsion test

The wheelchair propulsion test determines patient mobility in a wheelchair. To that end, the patients were asked to move 10 m in their wheelchair on a smooth even surface, from a stationary starting point. Observation and a stopwatch were used to measure displacement time (in seconds) and count the number of cadences or propulsion frequency. Cadence (cycles/s) was defined as the first contact of the patient’s hands with the upper edge of the wheelchair’s rear wheel until the end of propulsion. The average of three attempts (30 seconds apart) was considered for data analysis [22].

Transfer test

Since this is a case series, data analysis was carried out to compare between assessments before and after the exergame-based rehabilitation protocol, and the results graphically presented. The graphs show the percentage of absolute improvement for each patient in the variables analyzed. Positive percentages represent improvement and their negative counterparts a decline.

Statistical analysis

Since this is a case series, data analysis was carried out to compare between assessments before and after the exergame-based rehabilitation protocol, and the results graphically presented. The graphs show the percentage of absolute improvement for each patient in the variables analyzed. Positive percentages represent improvement and their negative counterparts a decline.

Results

The sample was composed of two patients diagnosed with high lumbar level meningomyelocele, one with L1 and the other T11 level traumatic spinal cord injury. The wide age variation reflects the population treated at the clinic, patients 1, 2, 3 and 4 aged 16, 5, 52 and 67 years, respectively. The functional independence level varied from independence to incomplete dependence, which remained unchanged after the 4-week exergame intervention (Table 1).
In relation to trunk control, intervention increased adapted functional reach in 75% of the patients, with improvements varying between 6.4 and 25%, except for case 1. The results are graphically presented in Figure 2.

In the propulsion test, the intervention caused an absolute decline in time in half the patients, ranging between 3.8 and 7.8% improvement. Case 3 showed positive post-intervention effects, and once again, case 1 exhibited the worst performance in the test (Figure 3A). For the variable cadence, in the same test, the number of propulsions declined in 75% of the cases, with an improvement between 7.7 and 11% The intervention had no effect on cadence for case 1 (Figure 3B).

In the task test, chair-to-bed transfer time and vice versa were assessed. The intervention caused a decrease in the former in 100% of the patients, resulting in improvements between 9.7 and 37% (Figure 4A). In relation to bed-to-chair transfer time, there was also an improvement in 100% of the patients, with lower times between 14.3 and 52.6% (Figure 4B).

### Table 1 - Clinical-functional characteristics of the case studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Clinical diagnosis</th>
<th>Level of functional independence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>High lumbar level meningomyelocele</td>
<td>Incomplete dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>High lumbar level meningomyelocele</td>
<td>Incomplete dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Traumatic spinal cord injury (T11)</td>
<td>Semi-dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Traumatic spinal cord injury (L1)</td>
<td>Independence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2** - Results of the adapted functional reach test before and after intervention with the Nintendo Wii®. Note: The percentage improvement is shown for each patient.

**Figure 3** - Propulsion test results before and after intervention with the Nintendo Wii®. A. Displacement time; B. Number of propulsions. Note: The percentage improvement is shown for each patient.
Discussion

The functional activities of paraplegic patients depend on trunk control for movement. This skill plays an essential role in balance, transfers and the use of upper limbs in wheelchair-bound patients, simultaneously providing stability and mobility so that individuals can perform their daily activities [23].

In the present study, exergame-based rehabilitation was used as a resource to optimize sitting balance reactions, emphasizing trunk control. After the intervention, most participants obtained an increase in the adapted functional reach test, indicating satisfactory effects on the ability to lean forward, an essential task to perform ADL. According to Gagnon et al. [24], impaired trunk balance reduces wheelchair propulsion and interferes in the performance of other activities, such as the ability to transfer from a chair to the bed. In light of these aspects, the effects of exergames on wheelchair propulsion and chair-to-bed transfer were also analyzed. These variables demonstrated that the patients exhibited favorable outcomes, suggesting that, in addition to the positive improvement in trunk control, using Nintendo Wii® during rehabilitation favored the development of functional skills.

Similar to our study, the results of a randomized clinical trial conducted by Tak et al. [25] in patients with spinal cord injury showed that paraplegics who underwent a 6-week virtual rehabilitation protocol obtained a significant increase in static and dynamic sitting balance when compared to their control group counterparts. The authors attributed the positive findings of the study to the visual feedback provided by the virtual scenario. In addition, Wall et al. [26] demonstrated that after 7 weeks of training with the Nintendo Wii®, paraplegic patients improved their performance in the Functional Reach Test. Moreover, after 4 weeks’ follow-up, the participants also performed well in the variables analyzed, indicating that improved balance persisted even after the end of the exergame rehabilitation protocol. In their case study of a patient diagnosed with meningomyelecele, Betker et al. [25] observed a substantial rise in sitting dynamic control, in addition to significant increases in attention and motivation during therapy.

Monteiro Junior and Silva [27] reported that the amount of sensory information provided by virtual rehabilitation systems seems to be a strong element in acquiring balance and better functionality. Despite the methodological heterogeneity, this systematic review found that in most studies, the visual feedback of the virtual game was an effective resource for individuals with neurological diseases to recover their balance and motor skills.

Balance is the early and momentary identification of postural instabilities by the nervous system, which generates coordinated responses and adjustments that allow individuals to return to their support base, thereby avoiding falls [28]. Sigrist et al. [29] added that the development of balance reactions involves the integration of different afferent information to perform specific tasks, including vision, the vestibular system and proprioception. In this respect, strategies that use virtual games have proven to be an effective resource for optimizing motor learning, providing immediate sensory-motor feedback of movement changes. Moreover, during exergame exercises, the user does not focus on the movement itself, but
rather on the outcome of the movement. This is an important characteristic for rehabilitation programs, since, during ADL, the patient focuses on the task and not on maintaining balance or executing the movement. Thus, exergames may reduce anxiety and the fear of falling by using safe virtual scenarios, thereby motivating patients to engage in their treatment [30].

In addition to balance, it is important to consider that trunk stability is also dependent on musculoskeletal components. In individuals with SCI, dynamic and static instability to recruit the straight, transverse abdominal, quadratus lumborum and erector spine muscles may lead to compensatory strategies using non-postural muscles such as the latissimus dorsi, trapezius and pectoralis major. As such, paraplegic patients develop new postural control processes to maintain stability while sitting, which may result in posterior pelvic tilt and an increase in thoracolumbar kyphoscoliosis [4].

Patient motivation during the rehabilitation process is not totally understood. However, this aspect has been considered an important adjuvant for treatment. Thornton et al. [31] indicates that patients who participate in balance training programs based on digital resources express greater satisfaction, more confidence in their functional abilities, and higher self-esteem than those who take part in conventional programs. Butler and Willett [32] also reported that exergames allow patients to focus on the activities, and may be a more motivating therapeutic strategy than tedious conventional exercises. The authors also state that rehabilitation using games enables patients to overcome challenges and obtain better game results, which leads to greater cognitive involvement.

In addition to motivation, the movements needed to induce neuroplasticity mechanisms are a determining factor for successful rehabilitation. In this respect, positive emotional impact and having fun during digital game-based therapy may increase the number of movements during physiotherapy and optimize motor learning [33].

Injured neurons and axons can grow in denervated regions in order to reconstruct neuronal circuits to compensate for compromised sensorimotor functions [34]. This phenomenon is optimized in the presence of some type of extrinsic feedback such as vision. Visual information provided by virtual reality seems to be closely involved in the functional recovery of individuals with neurological impairment, and is primarily responsible for improved motor control. Given that this therapy requires weekly systematized movements, authors have hypothesized that important chronic neural adaptations occur as a function of this treatment, such as an increase in neurotrophic factors (BDNF, VEGF and IGF-1), which play an essential role in chemical signaling for neurogenesis and angiogenesis and may enhance cognitive and motor performance [35].

Due to the small sample and heterogeneity of the cases assessed, the results obtained cannot be generalized. In addition, the duration of the intervention (4 weeks) and absence of follow-up does not provide enough information about the functional impacts of long-term virtual games. Finally, it is important to underscore that the Nintendo Wii® is a game console developed for individuals with no neuromotor disorders. Thus, randomized controlled trials should be conducted in order to obtain more consistent results for physiotherapy clinical applicability based on exergames, considering specific therapeutic plans for neurological patients.

Conclusion

Despite the small sample and short intervention time, the paraplegic patients in the present study improved their trunk balance and functional activities in a wheelchair. These findings suggest that exergames are a viable, innovative and effective physiotherapy resource for rehabilitating patients with neuromotor disabilities.
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